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Ø Up to 2001 (ICIS conference) I could simulate only 1 beam group
(“hyperbeamlet”) out of 16 due to limitations of the UNIX
workstation (max. 166000 elements).

Ø With my new fast 2.8GHz, 1Gbyte PC, up to 3 million elements
can be handled.

Ø Element size ~ 1x1x1 cm for 0.6 million elements.
Ø To model an individual beamlet one needs mm sized elements

→→ No individual beamlet optics!
Ø Each beam group is thus modelled using an 5x16 array of “rays”

covering the 94x314mm extraction area.
Ø Increasing model size beyond 3 mio elements crashes on some

odd interaction between WINDOWS and VectorFields OPERA…
The matter is under discussion with VF support.

Figure 1:  The model in ¼ symmetry. The ∅3.82 metre tank wall is
not shown. No space-charge compensation.





Figure 3: Emittance diagrams for:
Ø (top): kerbs mounted on top of grid-3
Ø (bottom): beams emerging from wells sunk into grid-3



Problems
A nice solution (based on ¼ beam group) was arrived at and
reported during the ICIS conference. However, it does not quite
hold up when the full geometry is explicitly modelled.

Structures (like kerbs) have a short-range effect near the structure
itself and a long-range effect in the middle of the accelerator. The
long-range effect can be opposite to the short-range effect.

Ø Curvature of equipotentials due to pre-accelerator kerbs
“sticking out”.
• Short-range effect: focussing of hyperbeamlets.
• Long-range effect: outward deflection of beams.
• Fix: Use wells inside grid-3 instead of kerbs on grid-3. It

retains the focussing and removes the bad curvature.

Ø Distortion of equipotentials due to very large hyperapertures.
• Short-range effect: defocussing. Can’t be fixed.
• Long-range effect: outward deflection of beams. In the

middle of the accelerator the hyperapertures just look like a
big exit hole, which is always defocussing.

• Fix: adding kerbs to the anode provides an inward force in
regions away from these kerbs.

Ø Interaction between beamlets.
• Always causes an outward deflection
• Fix: push harder inwards, using:
§ Kerbs on the anode
§ Aperture offset steering
§ Hyperlens formed by bending the grids in the beam

direction

Ø Steering.
• The required steering for ITER can be provided by:
§ Kerbs on the anode
§ (vertically) by bending the anode in the beam direction
§ aperture offset steering.



Figure 4: equipotential lines and horizontal emittance diagram for a pre-
acceleration grid with 35 mm deep wells and a post-acceleration grid with
30 mm kerbs. The ugly shape of the outer beams can be improved by
shaping the pre-acc structure.



“Hyper Lens”
Steering can also be obtained by bending the pre- and/or post-
acceleration plates in the Z- (beam) direction. It also helps to
counter the outward deflecting forces mentioned before. Below are
the equipotentials for “HYPER9”

“HYPER9”
Equipotential
lines by a
shaped pre-acc
well and
hyperlenses.

Emittance Diagram
By “Hyper9”



It is not possible to use a hyperlens on the pre-accelerator to
provide both horizontal and vertical steering at the same time. The
correct shape for the vertical direction destroys the optics for the
horizontal direction.

However, it is possible to use the pre-acc grid purely for the
horizontal steering (while retaining a short horizontal kerb to
stronger focus the beams vertically) and the grounded grid for the
vertical steering  [OFFX2-4].

Figures 8 (above) and 9 (below): Shapes of the pre-accelerator and post-
accelerator plates in OFFX2-4



Figure 10:  Emittance diagrams for  “OFFX2-4”. Steering is obtained
through hyperlenses. There are no kerbs on the anode. This steering is
correct for ITER.



Kerbs on the anode

Horizontal steering can also be supplied by putting kerbs on the
anode. In that case the pre-acceleration grid can remain flat and
only the post-acceleration grid must be shaped to provide
additional vertical steering. A solution is given below. One notices
the beauty of its flat equipotential lines in the beam region.

Figure 11: Potential contours for a SINGAP accelerator with a 32 mm thick
pre-acceleration grid and 60 mm kerbs fitted to the anode. The potential is
focussing up to about 700 kV; the defocussing lens made by the very wide
apertures in the anode can not be avoided. “Pre32Dk5Anti60.oppre”



Figure 12: Emittance diagrams for “Pre32Dk5Anti60.oppre”



Figure 13: Emittance diagrams for “Pre32Dk5Anti60Y60.oppre”.
Here, a hyperlens in the vertical direction has been applied by bending the
anode in the beam direction.



Adopted solution (… so far!)

An optimum solution “Pre35k0bANTI35Y85NARROW135offX1b-0”.
was adopted based on the elements discussed before. This
solution was judged to be the simplist and the best, other good
solutions are possible. The adopted solution features:

Ø Post-acceleration gap of 350 mm between nearest material
surfaces

Ø Pre-acceleration grid:
• 35 mm deep wells, shaped for optimum emittance
• no kerbs
• no grid inclination (= no “hyperlens”)

Ø Post-acceleration grid:
• 35 mm high, 25 mm wide kerbs bolted on for horizontal

beam steering
• grid vertically inclined by 85 mm for vertical beam steering
• Inner hyperapertures horizontally offset by 1.5 mm for fine

tuning horizontal beam steering.

Changing element sizes in the calculation causes changes in the
emittance diagram that require changes in the geometry of the
order of 1 mm to compensate for. The calculations suggest that the
geometry should be made to about 1 mm accuracy. The finishing
touch to this can only come from experiment.



Figure 14: Shape (Pre35k0bANTI35Y85NARROW135offX1b-0) of the pre-
and post-acceleration grids in the horizontal and vertical directions.

Figure 15: Potential lines for the adopted geometry. Horizontal plane (XZ).



Figure 16: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) emittance diagrams for the
adopted geometry. The required steering for ITER is indicated.



TRANSMISSION  TO  ITER

The emittance diagrams calculated so far contain only information
on the direction of the beamlets, not on their divergence. The
beamlet divergence was estimated from a single beamlet
calculation. The calculated value is 2.5 mrad.

The transmission to ITER can be estimated by treating each point
in the emittance diagram as a Gaussian starting in the direction as
indicated in the diagram and subject to the estimated divergence.
The exercise can be repeated for different values of the
divergence. The expected divergence would be larger than the
calculated one because not every effect is in the calculation: finite
ion temperature, grid tolerance, etc.

Transmission estimates are in Table 1. The most limiting
component in the system is the electrostatic residual ion dump.

Table 1
SINGAP transmission to ITER

Divergence   →→

↓↓  Kerb width  ↓↓
2.5 mrad 3 mrad 4 mrad 4.5 mrad “realistic”

beams∗∗

10mm 95.6% 93.9% 89.6% 87.1% 84.2%

25mm 96.8% 95.3% 91.3% 88.9% 85.7%

40mm 97.1% 95.4% 90.9% 88.4% 85.3%

“realistic” beams assume that to each calculated beamlet (which has a 2.5
mrad divergence) has been added:
• an additional 2 mrad divergence
• an additional random direction between –1 and +1 mrad
• an additional random divergence between 0 and 1 mrad.

It can be seen that for a 2.5 mrad beamlet divergence the
transmission is excellent (~97%). However, if one allows the beam
optics to degrade to “realistic” beams, a transmission around the
85% mark is to be expected. This compares with the 86%
transmission from ICIS and the 89% transmission for MAMuG.



CONCLUSIONS

A redesign of the SINGAP ITER neutral beam accelerator was
presented. The geometry was modelled in ¼ symmetry and the
whole system inside its vacuum vessel was considered. The
features/conclusions are:

• In order to eliminate unfavourable curvature of the potentials, the
kerbs on the pre-acceleration grid have been replaced by wells
set inside it.

• Kerbs on the post-acceleration grid have been added to
straighten the potentials further and to steer the beams in the
horizontal direction.

• The post-acceleration grid is bent in the vertical direction to form
an electrostatic “hyperlens” that steers the beams vertically
towards the axis.

• Interaction between beam groups is taken into account.
• Only a very slight aperture offset steering is required.
• The full range of vertical aperture offset steering is available for

beam steering between on-axis and off-axis injection into ITER.

Transmission calculations result in 97% for the ideal case, down to
85% for a probably more realistic assumption on the beamlet
divergence.


